The IU Bloomington chapter of the American Association of University Professors invites you to the Indiana premier of “Starving the Beast”

“Powerful” “Provocative” “Alarming”
“A strong narrative and compelling cinematography”
Daphne Howland, Village Voice
“...Starving the Beast” makes all too clear, what happened to public higher education in America was no accident.”
Andrew O’Hehir, salon.com

STARVING THE BEAST examines the power struggle on college campuses across the nation as political and market-oriented forces disrupt and reform America’s public universities. Is higher ed a business or a public good? The AAUP defends affordable, high-quality, accessible college education as a RIGHT, not a COMMODITY.

Shown by the Ryder Film Series
WHEN: January 31, 7 PM
WHERE: Fine Arts 102
Followed by open discussion
JOIN THE AAUP!! DEFEND PUBLIC HIGHER ED!!